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The long time dynamics of large particles trapped in two inhomogeneous turbulent shear flows
is studied experimentally. Both flows present a common feature, a shear region that separates
two colliding circulations, but with different spatial symmetries and temporal behaviors. Because
large particles are less and less sensitive to flow fluctuations as their size increases, we observe the
emergence of a slow dynamics corresponding to back-and-forth motions between two attractors, and
a super-slow regime synchronized with flow reversals when they exist. Such dynamics is substantially
reproduced by a one dimensional stochastic model of an over-damped particle trapped in a two-well
potential, forced by a colored noise. An extended model is also proposed that reproduces observed
dynamics and trapping without potential barrier: the key ingredient is the ratio between the time
scales of the noise correlation and the particle dynamics. A total agreement with experiments
requires the introduction of spatially inhomogeneous fluctuations and a suited confinement strength.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trapping, defined as the process where an entity
remains locked in a given region of a dynamical space,
is very common in physics, chemistry, and biology
[1, 2]. This problem is usually described as an activated
process, where a particle trapped in a potential can cross
a barrier under the action of random fluctuations. The
case of white noise fluctuations has been largely studied,
yielding a large set of tools that allows the analysis of
these problems (e.g. Fokker-Planck equations). How-
ever, many questions stay open concerning the influence
of a colored noise, which we would like to address in
this article using an experimental approach. Turbulent
flows laden with particles give the opportunity to study
a trapping problem with correlated fluctuations. Indeed,
most real turbulent flows have a mean structure, with
shear layers separating different circulations in which
light inertial particle can be trapped for long times [3–5].
A similar situation arises for large neutrally buoyant
particles (namely particles with diameter typically of
the order of the integral scale of the flow), which were
for instance shown to be preferentially found in two
attractors corresponding to low pressure and low fluctu-
ations regions in von Kármán flows [6]. This trapping
phenomenon can be related to the lesser response of
such large particles to the fluctuations of the flow,
an effect which reduces the escape probability of the
particle from these attracting regions. Strong and rare
fluctuation events can nevertheless trigger the transition
between trapping regions. Under the combined action of
trapping and turbulent fluctuations, such particles are
expected to exhibit a complex dynamics with sudden
∗Electronic address: romain.volk@ens-lyon.fr
intermittent transitions between attractors, suggesting
possible analogies with multi-stable stochastic systems.
We report experimental measurements of the dynamics
of large particles tracked for very long times in two shear
flows (counter-rotating von Kármán flows), and we show
how this dynamics is affected by the different symmetries
of the large scale circulations. In all situations we find
the particle position is a strongly fluctuating quantity
with a spectrum presenting a plateau at very low fre-
quencies and a power law of exponent close to −4 at high
frequency , reminiscent of the f−2 Lagrangian velocity
spectrum at inertial time scales, as reported for tracer
particles [7, 8]. When trapping is present, we observe
the emergence of a bistable dynamics characterized
by a new power law of exponent −1.7 at intermediate
frequency, corresponding to back-and-forth motions
between the attractors. All statistical quantities are
strongly influenced by the symmetries of the large scale
flow and present a signature of its temporal dynamics.
Most results are recovered when drawing an analogy with
the 1d dynamics of an over-damped particle trapped in
a two-well potential and subjected to an exponentially
correlated noise. An enhanced description of the experi-
mental data is obtained using a different approach. An
improved model without potential barrier is introduced,
where the particle evolves in a large region, confined
by lateral potential walls, where the trapping close
to these walls comes from the effect of the correlated
noise together with the spatial non homogeneity of the
fluctuations. This model can reproduce the observed
dynamics and the trapping, but a total agreement with
experiments needs a suited confinement strength.
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Figure 1: Sketches of the von Kármán setups and mean flows.
Top: S-VK (Square-Von Kármán) configuration. Bottom: C-
VK (Cylindrical-Von Kármán) configuration.
II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
We investigate the long time dynamics of large
particles in two water-filled von Kármán flows using
two distinct setups in Pamplona and Lyon detailed in
[9] and [10], hereafter called C-VK (Cylindrical-Von
Kármán) and S-VK (Square-Von Kármán) respectively.
As shown in figure 1, both systems share common
features: two coaxial propellers counter-rotating at
the same frequency fprop are placed in a closed cavity,
producing non homogeneous and non isotropic turbu-
lent flows. Such configurations produce average flows
composed of two toroidal cells, each driven by one of
the propellers, with a strong shear layer in between.
The two setups have disks radii RCprop = 8.75 cm and
RSprop = 9.5 cm for the C-VK and S-VK respectively,
similar distances between the disks HC = 2RCprop = 20
cm (HS = 2RSprop = 19 cm), and similar aspect ratios.
The main difference concerns the symmetries of the
cavity: the Lyon experiment uses impellers with straight
blades and has a square cross section so that the mean
flow of the S-VK is the most probable flow, with a shear
layer in the mid plane (z = 0) of the apparatus. On
the other hand, the Pamplona experiment uses curved
blades pushing the fluid with the convex side, and has
a circular cross section so that the shear layer of the
C-VK is always found to be displaced to one side of the
apparatus. This displacement leads to an asymmetric
flow with respect to the mid plane, one of the cells being
bigger than the other. In addition, the shear layer can
spontaneously jump to the other side of the apparatus,
leading to the opposite state. These reversals occur
almost instantaneously while the duration of each state
(here after referred to as C+ and C−, when the shear
layer z-position is positive and negative respectively)
lasts for long times [9], the Eulerian velocity time spectra
presenting a f−2 regime at extremely low frequencies
[11]. For the rotating frequencies considered in the
experimental runs (fprop ∈ [1, 4] Hz), both configura-
tions produce fully turbulent flows with similarly high
Reynolds numbers Re = 2piR2propfprop/ν = O(105).
In the first set of experiments, we track polyamide
spheres with density 1.14 kg.m−3 and diameters
[6, 10, 18, 24] mm in the whole flow volume of the S-VK
using the 3d Particle Tracking Velocimetry setup de-
scribed in [10]. In the second set of experiments, almost
neutrally buoyant water-filled celluloid caps particles,
with diameters [10, 20, 30, 40] mm, are tracked in the
entire flow of the C-VK using only one camera. Because
the camera is located at a distance much larger than
the dimensions of the vessel, this configuration gives the
2d position (y, z) with only a weak bias. Datasets are
obtained with a moderate sampling frequency (45 Hz
for S-VK, 15 Hz for C-VK) so that the fastest scales
of particles motions are not resolved. This allows for
tracking particles during very long times, of the order of
thousands integral time scale T = 1/fprop, hence giving
access to the particles long time dynamics.
Figure 2 shows time recordings of the axial position
z(t). In the symmetric (S-VK) configuration, particles
dynamics exhibit back-and-forth motions between two
regions of equally high probability situated on the sides
of the vessel. This sampling behavior, which increases
with the particle diameter D as already observed in
[6], is well captured by the position probability density
function (PDF), being almost flat for particles smaller
than 10 mm while presenting 2 preferential regions near
the disks (lumps) and a hollow region in the center
for larger particles. The particles are also trapped in
the asymmetric (C-VK) configuration, but with a more
intermittent dynamics. On short times, the particle is
most likely found on one side of the vessel (here corre-
sponding to negative values), and is only allowed to visit
the other side during very short excursions. This behav-
ior, observed here because the shear layer was displaced
toward positive values of z (C+ state of the flow) while
this signal was taken, is confirmed when labeling the
long-time signal according to the position of the shear
layer. Indeed, by looking at simultaneous recordings of
particle position and flow velocity measured by Laser
Doppler Velocimetry, we observed the reversals in the
particle position are synchronized with the reversals
of the large scale flow, the particle being trapped in
the largest cell [12]. In this asymmetric configuration,
particle position PDF conditioned on the two mirror
states C± are then asymmetric as a consequence of the
global asymmetry of the large scale flow, and exchange
in the symmetry z → −z. For both C-VK and S-VK
configurations, we can determine the time a particle is
trapped in one side of the apparatus before it escapes
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Figure 2: Time series of the axial position of a particle on
short time (first column) and long time (second column) with
the probability density functions (third column). The first
and second lines stand for 6 and 18 mm particles freely ad-
vected in the S-VK configuration with a rotating frequency
fprop = 3 Hz, while the last line is a 30 mm particle moving
in the C-VK with fprop = 3.16 Hz. For the C-VK, the signal
has been labelled according to the position of the shear layer
corresponding to C+-VK (black) and C−-VK (gray) states.
The PDF are conditioned on the two states C±-VK.
to the other side, called escape time and noted ∆t here.
For the C-VK configuration, it is necessary to take into
account the position of the shear layer to dissociate
an escape from, and toward, the most probable region.
Whatever the setups and configurations, we always find
that the escape times follow decaying exponential dis-
tributions: PDF (∆t) ∼ 1/T0e−∆t/T0 , with T0 = 〈∆t〉.
This kind of PDF distributions for escape times,
corresponding to independent random jumps, is often
observed in fluctuation-driven bistable systems[1, 13–15].
In order to better characterize what range of time
scales in the particle dynamics is affected by the hetero-
geneous sampling, we compute the axial position power
spectra of the time series displayed in figure 2, and
present the results in figure 3. For the S-VK configura-
tion, all spectra are monotonically decreasing and present
a plateau in the very low frequency range. Such behavior
corresponds to a total decorrelation of the axial position
whose variance remains finite, which is expected for par-
ticles transported in a bounded domain. Concerning the
6 mm particle, one observes a slow transition toward a
power law of exponent close to (but steeper than) −4
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Figure 3: a) Power spectrum densities (noted PSD) of the
axial position z for 6 mm (thin solid line) and 18 mm (thick
solid line) particles in the S-VK with fprop = 3 Hz. b) PSD
of z for 10 mm (thin solid line) and 30 mm (thick solid line)
particles in the C-VK with fprop = 3.16 Hz.
in the high frequency range f/fprop ≥ 1, as would be
observed for tracers in similar flows [7, 8]. For the very
large particles considered here, which start to be trapped
in low pressure, low fluctuations regions when their di-
ameter exceeds D ' 10 mm [6], the influence of non
homogeneous sampling manifests itself in the intermedi-
ate frequency range f/fprop ∈ [0.1, 1] as a new power law
of exponent α ' −1.7 corresponding to the long time
oscillations observed in figure 2. A similar power law
is observed in the C-VK for all the large particles con-
sidered here, but with a plateau whose height decreases
at increasing particle diameter, indicating the position
variance decreases within one (C+ or C−) state. The
main difference with the S-VK configuration is the ap-
pearance of a super slow regime for the largest particles,
for which the position of the most probable region syn-
chronizes with the flow reversals [12].
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Figure 4: Normalized spectra fpropPSD(z) of the axial po-
sition z for 6 mm particles, plotted as a function of the re-
duced frequency f/fprop, measured for 3 rotating frequencies
fprop = 2, 3, 4 Hz in the S-VK setup. fprop = 4Hz (solid line),
fprop = 3Hz (dashed line), fprop = 2Hz (dashed-dotted line).
4All these observations are robust when varying the
Reynolds number by changing the frequency of the pro-
pellers. As demonstrated in figure 4, which displays re-
sults obtained in the case of the smallest (6 mm) particles
advected in the S-VK setup, the normalized frequency
spectra fpropPSD(z) reduce to a single curve when plot-
ted as a function of reduced frequency f/fprop. Note
that this figure presents a combination of 6 curves, 3 cor-
responding to very long runs with a sampling frequency
45 Hz while the 3 others correspond to short and well
resolved trajectories recorded at 3000 Hz. Such collapse
of the spectra from very low up to very high frequencies
was observed to hold for any particle size in the range
D ∈ [6 − 24] mm. It is valid providing the turbulence
is fully developed and the particle diameters are of the
order of the flow integral scale.
III. STOCHASTIC MODELS
For both setups the dynamics in the z direction is de-
termined by the trapping of the spheres around two very
well defined z-positions, close to the propellers. We pro-
pose to describe this phenomenon as an over damped
particle moving in a potential defined inside the experi-
mental cell, and driven by random fluctuations:
dz
dt
= −dV
dz
+ v(z, t), (1)
where V is a (non dimensional) potential accounting
for confinement and eventually trapping, and v is the
Lagrangian fluctuating velocity the particle would have
in an unbounded domain. Because turbulence intensity
varies in space, we write it v(z, t) = B0 s(z) η(t), where
B0 is the fluctuations intensity, s(z) a spatial profile, and
η(t) a random variable. Very small scales of turbulence
are not expected to drive long time dynamics, we thus
only retain inertial range fluctuations which are modeled
as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with correlation time
τp [7, 16–18].
dη
dt
= − 1
τp
η +
√
2η20
τp
ξ(t), (2)
where η0 = 1, and ξ(t) is a Gaussian noise satisfying
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = δ(t − t′). Particles may avoid the central
region of the flow because of the mean flow topology, or
because turbulence is stronger in this region. To account
for these two possibilities, we used two different models.
A. Double-well model
In the first model, the Double-well model, the fluctu-
ations are homogeneous (s(z) = 1), and the potential
presents two wells with lateral walls of constant stiffness:
V (z) = δ(z
4
4 − z
2
2 )− λz |z| < 1 (3)
V (z) = 4(z
4
4 − z
2
2 )− λz |z| ≥ 1. (4)
The shape of the potential is then set by the couple
of parameters (δ, λ), which control the height of the bar-
rier between the wells and the asymmetry observed in
each state C± of the C-VK configuration. This kind of
stochastic model is known to reproduce the behavior of
bistable systems such as magnetic field reversals [13, 15]
or turbulent flow reversals [9, 14]. In this model, the cor-
relation time and amplitude of fluctuations are chosen so
that
√
B0τp equals a significant fraction of the box size to
prevent turbulent diffusion when (δ, λ) = (0, 0). Figure 5
(a,b) present the position spectra and PDF obtained for 3
cases of the Double well model with the choice τp = 1 and
B0 = 1: confinement only (thick solid line, δ = λ = 0),
symmetric double-well potential (thin solid line, δ = 2,
λ = 0; dashed line, δ = 4, λ = 0) and asymmetric double-
well potential (open circles, δ = 2, λ = 0.35). Without
any barrier, the sampling is almost homogeneous with in-
creased probability on the sides, as already observed for
the 6 mm particles. This is due to the finite correlation
time τp, and leads to a spectrum with a low-frequency
plateau and a power law of exponent −4 in the high fre-
quency range, resembling the dynamics of the smallest
particles in the S-VK. When adding a barrier, we observe
a strong preferential sampling with two trapping regions
around z = ±1, leading to a power law of exponent −2
for intermediate frequencies, similar to the dynamics of
large particles in the S-VK. A change of the height of the
barrier δ modifies the depth of the central valley of the
PDF distribution from one to two orders of magnitude
compared to the maxima, as well as the extent of the -2
slope in the intermediate frequency region. However, a
preferential trapping stronger than the one found in the
experiments seems to be necessary to recover this slope
on a comparable frequency range.
Adding an asymmetry to reproduce the C− state, we
obtain a PDF and spectrum similar to those of C-VK,
with decreased height of the plateau at increasing asym-
metry as observed in the experiment when D increases.
This indicates that if increasing particle size corresponds
to an increase of the barrier height in the symmetric
configuration, it corresponds to an increased asymme-
try when the mean flow is asymmetric. For all set of
parameters, we observed exponential distributions of es-
cape times, corresponding to independent random jumps
with transition times much shorter than residence time.
This scale separation between escape and transition times
is much less evident in the experiment, and can be one
of the reasons why this model cannot capture the whole
range of experimental dynamical features. This Double
well model relies on the activation of the particle. When
activated, the particle transits rapidly from one potential
well to the other. A model relying on a different approach
could reproduce the position spectra exponent −1.7 and
5yields an even better agreement with the trapping dy-
namics.
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Figure 5: a) Position PSD for the Double-well model. Thick
solid: reference case (δ, λ) = (0, 0). Thin solid: symmetric
case (δ, λ) = (2, 0). Dashed line: symmetric case, (δ, λ) =
(4, 0). Open circles: asymmetric case (δ, λ) = (2, 0.35). The
dotted line indicates a power of exponent −2. b) Correspond-
ing position PDF for the Double-well model with conventions
of figure a). c,d) Position PSD and PDF for the Non homo-
geneous model. Thick solid: reference case (τp, λ) = (1, 0).
Thin solid: symmetric case (τp, λ) = (10, 0). Open circles:
asymmetric case (τp, λ) = (10, 5).
B. Non homogeneous model
With this idea in mind, we replaced the double well po-
tential with a wide and flat potential that accounts only
for the confinement between the propellers. Providing
the potential is not quadratic, trapping is obtained by ad-
justing the ratio between the time scales for the particle
dynamics τp/T , where T is defined with the deterministic
equation z˙ = −dV/dz and a typical length-scale √〈z2〉,
and τp is the correlation time of the fluctuations [22].
When these times are similar there is no trapping, but
when the fluctuations correlation time is large, it induces
the trapping as a mixed effect of a noise driven force that
pushes the particle towards one of the propellers on larger
time-scale compared to the time scales of the particle dy-
namics. Other features that appear in the experiments
are also included, as the non homogeneity of turbulence
intensity or the stiffness of the lateral potential walls.
Although these parameters allow a fine tuning of the fi-
nal results, they are not of crucial importance to induce
the trapping. We would like to highlight that this model
induces the trapping even without energy barriers.
For this Non homogeneous model, the confinement po-
tential is:
V (z) = zn/n− λz, (5)
where n ≥ 4 is an even integer and λ the asymmetry
parameter (see footnote in the references). Because
fluctuations are stronger close to the plane z = 0 in the
experiments, we set s(z) = exp(−z2/2σ2s), where σs is
the typical scale of turbulence non homogeneity (equal
to a fraction of the system size in the experiment). For
the results presented here, we set B0 = 10, σs = 1 and
n = 8, but the precise values of the first two parameters
were found to have a weak impact on the results.
The only remaining parameters to be varied are then
the asymmetry parameter λ and the particles velocity
correlation time τp, a quantity which increases with
the particle diameter because large particles are only
sensitive to eddies larger than their own size [19–21].
We would like to stress here that no potential barrier at
z = 0 is imposed in this second approach, nevertheless
the system is able to reproduce trapping close to the
propellers when increasing the particles correlation time
τp as demonstrated in figures 5 (c,d). A particle with a
small correlation time (τp = 1, λ = 0) has a dynamics
similar to the one observed for small particles in the
S-VK, while a larger particle with a larger correlation
time (τp = 10, λ = 0) has a bistable dynamics with a
position power spectrum presenting again three regimes,
but with an exponent β ∼ −1.7 at intermediate fre-
quencies, closer to the experimental result. Concerning
the influence of an asymmetry, the Non homogeneous
model with τp = 10, λ = 5 gives similar results as those
obtained with the Double well model: the height of the
plateau at low frequency decreases, corresponding to a
reduced rms value for the particle position. However
we observed that the Non homogeneous model yields
different exponents in the range [−2.2,−1.5] when
varying the stiffness of the lateral walls, a consequence
of the non linearity of the restoring force. We may then
deduce that the precise value of the exponent in the
experimental results has (at least partially) its origin in
the confinement strength in the flow combined with the
non homogeneity of the turbulence intensity.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the dynamics of large particles in two
turbulent flows presenting a large scale structure with
recirculating regions. Because large particles are less
sensitive to flow fluctuations as their diameter increases,
they tend to be trapped in attractors close to the disks
corresponding to low pressure, low fluctuations regions
of the flow, and exhibit a complex bistable dynamics
under the combined action of the mean flow topology
and non homogeneous turbulence. This dynamics is very
sensitive to any eventual asymmetry of the mean flow
structure, and presents the main features of a stochastic
6bistable system. In order to study the influence of the
different mechanisms at play, we described the dynamics
using two different models. We first considered a
classical Double well model consisting of an over damped
particle moving in a two-well potential under the action
of fluctuations with exponential correlation. This model
reproduces most of the experimental results when
varying the height of the barrier. It also demonstrates
the influence of the noise correlation, at the origin of
an increase of the position PDF close to the disks even
for the smallest particles. However, the model only
predicts position spectra with a power law of exponent
−2 at intermediate frequency corresponding to sharp
uncorrelated reversals of particle position.
Using a second model based on the different time-scales
between the particle dynamics and the noise correlation
we can reproduce the trapping without any potential
barrier that separates two spatial regions. While it was
found that the ratio between the time-scales of the noise
and of the particles dynamics is the most important
parameter for the trapping, we observed the back and
forth dynamics is influenced by non-homogeneities and
the confinement strength. Indeed, the value of the
slope of the position power spectra in the intermediate
frequency regime is shown to be finely tuned by both
parameters. Finally, we note that most real turbulent
flows present a mean structure with recirculating regions
and non homogenous fluctuation fields where inertial
particles, such as bubbles, may be trapped for long
times [4, 5]. We expect that these particles also present
a complex long time dynamics corresponding to jumps
between attractors. Using an approach similar to
the one presented in this article, it would be possible
to derive a model describing their dynamics, whose
key characteristics are the trapping potential and the
temporal and spatial distributions of the driving noise.
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